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ABSTRACT 
Transactional property is crucial to the success of web service composite applications. In the dynamic and 

open web service environment, maintaining consistency is a new challenge. In this study, we propose a flexible web 

service transaction model FleWeSeT, which supports replaceability and compensation. We expand the WS-Frame 

framework and add various components to support the transaction-dependence detection for transactions in 

FleWeSeT. Furthermore, we propose the optimistic verified concurrency control protocol ACoDe based on the 

transaction-dependence detection. Finally, we establish a randomly colored Petri net model and perform analysis 

and evaluation of the ACoDe protocol. This study’s experimental results indicate that the protocol can help more 

transactions meet their deadlines and significantly improve the average response time of transactions and the success 

rate of the web service.  
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 1 INTRODUCTION  

  

The number of web services posted on the Internet is growing rapidly. Especially with the explosive 

development in the fields of e-commerce and e-government, inter-enterprise and Internet-based service 

composition has become a prevailing trend [1][2][3]. The beneficiaries of web service composition are not 

only value-added service providers who exploit new customized services through the composition of 

some existing services, but also service consumers who receive on-demand services or benefit from 

web service composition systems by combined services. Conversely, Service is regarded as the “link” 

and “binder” between infrastructure capabilities and ubiquitous user experiences[6][7]. The operation 

mode “Anything as a Service,” which supports consumption and utilization of resources for users, is a 

way of “using rather than owning” and pay-on-demand. Therefore, in the future of the Internet, there 

will be a phenomenon of “sea serving,” that is, simple services that read-write on data objects and 

complex services such as journey reservation[8][9][10]; vast numbers of equivalent services provide rich 

selections for users by using different service quality indicators. Moreover, a flexible service invocation 

model can call the most appropriate service as needed on the Internet[10][11]
. 

However, web services are faced with a widely distributed and heterogeneous environment, and 

relying only on these basic functions, it is still difficult to accurately characterize complicated business 

processes; most real-world business processes require cooperative work to achieve a specific target[5][6]. 

We urgently need to composite existing web services to build a value-added web service software 

structure[7][8]. Because of stateless calls among web services (i.e., there is no conversation among web 

services), the process of web service transactions has become the key to the composition of web service 

applications[9][10][12].  

Actually, many modern web service systems are dynamic and real-time. Meeting time constraints is 

very important in some business processes[9][13], such as burst exigency-based service systems (i.e., ice 

disasters, earthquakes, and security)[14][15]; battlefield information management and command service 

systems[16][17]; traffic information management and scheduling service systems[8][18]; location-related 

query service systems[8][18]; (mobile) stock trading service systems[14][18]; (mobile) auction-based service 

systems[18][19]; (mobile) e-commerce[9][21]; (mobile) e-health systems [22][23][24] and so on. If stock 



exchange requests from users cannot be completed before the deadline, severe financial losses may result. 

Moreover, data involved in these systems, such as the stock price, auction bidding and test data, are valid 

only within a certain range of time, and decisions or inferences are meaningless over time. Services 

requested in these systems require access to the latest and consistent data at all times and places; 

otherwise, wrong judgments and decisions will ensue[21][25]
.  

For software application systems based on web service composition, concurrent execution of web 

services with multiple granularities and timely updates of the data are required. This contributes to 

reliable and consistent service[26][27]. Existing web services cannot take effective measures to alternate 

and concurrently execute web service transactions, and this has become a serious obstacle to the 

development of web service technology[27][28].  

Concurrency control of real-time web service transactions is a new problem. In this paper, we 

propose a flexible web service transaction model called FleWeSeT, which supports the replaceability 

and compensation of web service transactions, and extend the WS-Frame framework by adding various 

components to support transaction-dependence detection for transactions in FleWeSeT. Furthermore, to 

achieve alternative and compensatory operations for web service transactions, we propose the optimistic 

verified concurrency control protocol ACoDe. Finally, we establish a randomly colored Petri Net model 

and undertake analysis and evaluation for the ACoDe protocol. Experimental results indicate that 

ACoDe performs better than WS-BA in the aspects of average response time and success rate of web 

service transactions.  

Section 2 reviews some related work. In Section 3, we describe our web service transaction model 

called FleWeSeT and our extended framework called WS-Ultimate. In section 4, we discuss our web 

service transaction concurrency control protocol called ACoDe, which can help concurrent transactions 

globally obtain access to serializability. In section 5, we describe our simulation model based on colored 

Petri Nets and compare our performance with WS-BA. Section 6 presents the study’s conclusions. 

2 RELATED WORK  

Existing research studies about concurrency control of real-time web service transactions 

originally came along with the development of real-time transaction processing. However, this 

processing was first used in databases and later developed for web services. In 1993, K. Ramamritham 

first clearly introduced the application background of research on real-time transaction management, 

the features of real-time transactions and the key problem of real-time transaction processing[30][31]. In 

the new century, a boom of research on distributed real-time databases and transactions emerged[32][33].  

However, these studies focused on short-lived database transactions in tightly-coupled 

environments, which are composed of data operations. To ensure reliability and consistency, these 

methods for database transactions adopt centralized decision-making, restrain each other strictly and 

require all participants to be active and obedient; however, they are unacceptable for autonomous web 

services in loosely coupled environments. If a web service system adopts these protocols, it will lead to 

long periods of continuous waiting for a large number of transactions and cause fatal damage to the 

system. The web service environment needs new forms of transactions and management mechanisms 

that do not need to strictly follow the ACID property of transactions. 

With the development of web service transactions, the composition of real-time web service 

transactions for complex business transactions has become a study hotspot. Mark Little said: “Only are 

the basic services combined to form new, composite web services integrated with more functions, web 

service technology can play its role in the practical application actually. The key problem is to ensure 



the reliability and consistency of the result conducted by multiple web services. It’s impossible to meet 

the complex business demand of composite web service applications without the transaction 

capacity.”[35]  

Research institutions have started research projects on web service composition. They are focusing 

on automatic service composition based on business flow, AI planning and program combination, and 

they explore these regarding various aspects, such as service description, service matching, service 

selection, service quality, service security and composition validation and test[36-42]. However, all of the 

research studies are concentrated on how to rapidly find appropriate existing services and design a 

composite service to meet the demand of a single user. They do not take the time constraint and the 

consistency issues into account. When plenty of users are requesting various composite web services 

on the Internet, a vast number of composite services will call services on the lower layer to execute in 

parallel within the deadline, which poses a large challenge for consistency.  

The composition of real-time web service transactions is a new problem that has appealed to many 

researchers. References [43-47] have studied the modeling, formation, arrangement and infrastructure of 

real-time web service composition based on time constraints, but they have not involved transactions. 

References [48-51] have studied modeling, formation, arrangement, combination formal modeling and 

accuracy verification based on transactional constraints, which were not real-time. Research studies in 

these two areas have just focused on the specification of real-time and transactional constraints in the 

design of web service composition, and the concurrent execution of real-time web service transactions 

is not given attention.  

Academia and industry have put forward some coordination specifications of transaction 

operations that are suitable for the web service environment: BTP[51], WS-C/T [52], WS-CAF[53] and the 

standard specification WS-TX approved by OASIS (including WS-Coordination, WS-AT, and WS-

BA)[29]. Reference [29] analyzed transactional requirements in SOC and provided an integrated 

framework for service and WS-TX. References [54-57] raised extended proposals for the WS-TX 

framework, and references [58-61] studied the cascade compensation in the distributed and P2P 

environment, which did not consider the need of real-time. It is still necessary to build particular 

applications or services to deal with concurrency control and recovery [54-57].  

Therefore, our concern is more related to the concurrency control of real-time web service 

transactions within deadlines. 

In the Internet, message transmission and the network are unreliable. It is a tough challenge to 

effectively manage and control complex behaviors of real-time web service composition. However, the 

replaceability and compensation of web service transactions make it possible to improve the 

performance of real-time web service transactions. By replaceability between equivalent services, we 

can eliminate conflicts between web service transactions and implement compensatory measures, which 

can undoubtedly help more web service transactions meet their real-time requirements.  

3 WEB SERVICE TRANSACTION MODEL AND FRAMEWORK 

We propose a flexible web service transaction model called FleWeSeT in the form of a transaction 

tree based on replaceability. The model contains two types of nodes, as shown in Fig. 1. Non-leaf nodes 

represent composite web service transactions, leaf nodes represent basic transactions, and the edge 

between two nodes denotes a parent-child relationship. In this model, the root node (such as WST in Fig. 

1) represents the entire business transaction. Additionally, each node has a set of alternative transactions 

for its own sub-transactions. As shown in the dashed-line circle in Fig. 1, WS6 and WS7 are the 



alternative transactions for WS1, which guarantees that WST11 can commit the request for the execution 

of other alternative sub-transactions through the index when WS1 breaks down within the deadline. For 

each non-leaf node, the degree and depth are both dependent on functional logic, the service composition 

process and alternative service flexibility. According to the functional logic and the service composition, 

the parent-child relationship between two nodes can be confirmed, and an edge can be added between 

the two nodes. As the process goes on, a transaction tree can be established. Each sub-transaction has 

corresponding alternative and compensatory transactions, which may also be a transaction tree. Therefore, 

the depth of a non-leaf node can be computed along the path from the node to the root node, and the 

degree implies the sum of child nodes it owns. Moreover, because of alternative transactions offered by 

different providers with the same function and similar performance, the implementation of the entire 

business transaction varies in different paths, which influences the degree and depth of a non-leaf node 

as well. 

A flexible web service transaction model satisfies the request for the deadline and allows flexible 

web service composition, recovery and concurrency in granularity. Each sub-transaction possesses an 

independent submission right, compensates for failure transactions, and significantly adapts the 

characteristics of the autonomy and isomerism of the web service. To improve concurrency, the results 

of the submitted sub-transactions are available for other concurrent executions of sub-transactions. 

This tree structure reflects the nesting of transactions, that is, a transaction is represented as a 

transaction tree and its sub-transactions are also represented as transaction trees. In one case, when a 

transaction is added to the entire business transaction, according to the defined parent-child, 

compensatory, or alternative relationships, FleWeSeT can be directly applied by adding a node to the 

whole transaction tree. In the other case, when a business transaction is added, FleWeSeT can be applied 

by building a new transaction tree. Therefore, FleWeSeT deals with the increase of transactions well by 

adding a node or tree, which indicates it possesses good scalability. 

 
Fig. 1 Flexible web service transaction model based on alternates 

3.1 Transaction Dependency  

In the process of a web service transaction, according to the transaction tree based on function logic, 

composition and alternatives, each web service has a set of alternative transactions and local relevant 

compensatory services. That is, once a transaction breaks down, the relevant transaction node searches 

the list of compensatory services by the current service id and requests compensatory operation. 

Considering replacement and compensation, there may be four dependency relationships: logic 

dependency, resource dependency, alternate dependency and compensation dependency. 



Definition 0 Transaction dependency Suppose there are two web service transactions T1 and T2; 

if the outcome of transaction T2 can be affected by transaction T1, we call the relationship between them 

transaction dependency. In this case, transaction dependency can be described as T2->T1, while T2 is a 

parent node and T1 is a child node. 

Definition 1 Logic dependency In a web service transaction flow, the outcome of the parent 

transaction is affected by the sub-transaction, namely, the parent transaction needs to wait until all of the 

sub-transactions have been submitted. We call the dependency relationship between the parent and sub-

transactions logic dependency, in which the child transaction dominates the transaction and the parent 

transaction is dependent on the transaction. For example, there is a logic dependency between an online 

payment service and online bank services in an online ticketing system. The online payment service 

cannot confirm an order until the online bank service is submitted. That is to say, an online payment 

service logically depends on online bank services.  

Definition 2 Resource dependency When two web service transaction flows request the same sub-

transaction, because of the semantic relationship between the various operations of the sub-transaction, 

there must be a certain order for the two transactions. We refer to this dependency relationship as resource 

dependency. For example, in an online ticketing system, when two users are operating on the same ticket 

resource, transaction A is refunding a ticket and transaction B is booking the ticket. Transaction B should 

be performed after transaction A is submitted. That is to say, there is an order between the two transactions, 

so transaction B depends on transaction A for resources.  

Definition 3 Alternate dependency Alternate dependency is a relationship based on replaceability. 

A new alternative transaction keeps some original dependency relationships of the replaced one, such as 

the logic dependency relationship between the parent and the sub-transaction, so there is an alternate 

dependency between the alternate transaction and the original transaction. For example, for an online 

ticketing system, the alternative service of the online service in bank A is the online service in bank B, 

so there is an alternate dependency between online services in bank A and bank B.  

Definition 4 Compensation dependency Considering two sub-transactions that have a logic 

dependency or resource dependency relationship (no matter whether they belong to the same or different 

business transaction flow); when one sub-transaction needs to be compensated, another one also needs 

to trigger the compensation transaction, and we refer to the relationship between these two transactions 

as compensation dependency. Transactions with compensation dependency can belong to the same web 

service transaction flow or different transaction flows. It is reasonable that compensation dependency 

can be caused by either logic dependency or resource dependency. For example, there are two business 

flows that separately handle deposits and withdrawals to the same account, and deposit compensation is 

performed after withdrawal compensation to avoid system mistakes caused by deposit compensation.  

To facilitate the expression of dependency, we adopt a dependency graph in the transaction process. 

A dependency graph is a directed graph in which nodes represent transactions and edges represent the 

transaction dependency between nodes. Each edge is depicted from dependent transaction to dominated 

transaction. The dependency graph is updated correspondingly when a new transaction enters or leaves 

the system. Fig. 2 indicates that transaction T1 depends on T2 and T3.  

In a transaction flow, the parent and child transactions are 

predetermined, so logic dependency belongs to global dependency and 

static dependency, which can be reflected in the global dependency 

graph. Resource dependency depends on the transactions that 

dynamically go through the service site, so it belongs to local and 

dynamic dependency. Compensation dependency is caused by either 
Fig. 2 Dependency graph 



logic dependency or resource dependency, so 

the compensation sequence is determined by 

the two dependency relationships when 

triggering a compensation transaction. 

Nevertheless, an essential alternate 

dependency is the newly added relative logic 

dependency or resource dependency. 

Therefore, we mainly consider the detection 

of the logic dependency and resource 

dependency among sub-transactions when 

processing the concurrency control and the 

submission. Both dependency relationships 

can possibly cause a dependency cycle among sub-transactions in a practical process. Fig. 3 shows two 

web service transactions with dependency, wherein transactions T1 and T2 are nested transactions and a 

solid line represents a parent- child relationship with logic dependency. In other words, the parent 

transaction depends on the sub-transactions. A dashed line denotes resource dependency between two 

sub-transactions. For example, there are resource dependencies between V1 and V3, V4 and V1, and V2 

and V3. There are two cases where a dependency cycle may occur. First, for V1, V2 and V3, we assume 

that logic dependency D3 and resource dependency D2 exist, and then it is impossible for resource 

dependency D1 to exist. That is because resource dependency is a dependency relationship formed by 

requests to the same service or sub-transactions from two transactions. The establishment of D2 means 

that V2 and V3 submit a request to the same service or sub-transaction simultaneously; likewise, the 

establishment of D1 means that V1 and V3 submit a request to the same service or sub-transaction. 

However, there is a parent-child transaction relationship between V1 and V2, in which resource 

dependency does not occur considering the division and combination of services in the practical 

applications. Therefore, under the circumstance of D1 and D2, D3 does not exist. One case that should 

be considered is the dependency cycle D2, D4, D3, and D5. In the context of the establishment of D2, 

D3 and D4, if D5 exists, resource dependency and logic dependency will constitute a dependency cycle. 

When there is a dependency cycle of sub-transactions, a circular wait for submission will occur. Because 

the dependent transaction has to wait for the submission of its dominated transactions, permanent waiting 

for multiple transactions will be caused. Therefore, dependency detection of sub-transactions is a crucial 

problem for the concurrency control of nested web service transactions.  

3.2 Extended framework WS-Ultimate 

OASIS has proposed the WS-Coordination,WS-Atomic Transaction and WS-Business Activity 

protocol as a service transaction framework. To maintain web service consistency, we extend the web 

service transaction standard framework and rename the extended framework to WS-Ultimate. WS-

Ultimate can implement the concurrency control of web service transactions, support transaction 

dependency detection and alternate operation. The extended WS-Ultimate framework is shown in Fig. 4.

The WS-Ultimate framework adds WS-Alternator components in the coordinator end and participant end. 

In addition, because of the characteristics of the web service transaction, in this model, participants in 

the original standard framework also play a coordinator role for the subordinate transaction. Therefore, 

the web service end is extended into the sub-transaction end. Besides participants, we also add a sub-

coordinator to allow web service participants to act as the subordinate coordinator and call sub-

V 3 

V 4 

D 4 

V 1 

V 2 

D 3 

D 2 

D 1 

D 5 

T 1 T 2 

Fig. 3 Two web service transaction with dependency 



transactions. Therefore, in the WS-Ultimate framework, a coordinator plays two roles, the parent 

coordinator and the sub-coordinator. Although the two roles correspond to the same component, the 

different roles' tasks differ. The extended framework also retains the three component services of the 

standard framework: activate service, registration service and protocol service.  

    Newly added WS-Alternator components are responsible for the two ends transferring messages 

and two services, which are the Dependence Detection Service and Alternative Service.  

 Dependence Detection Service:  

Sub-coordinator end (also known as subordinate coordinator): The Dependence Detection Service 

located at the sub-coordinator end maintains a local resource dependency graph. When the WS-Alternator 

in the sub-coordinator end receives a submission request from the coordinator end, the Dependence 

Detection Service can detect whether the submission request can be submitted immediately, namely, 

whether there exists a dominated transaction, and then report the detection result to the Alternative 

Service.  

Coordinator end (also known as superior coordinator): The Dependence Detection Service located 

at the coordinator end has the same function as described above when playing the role of sub-coordinator, 

namely, to receive a submission request from the superior coordinator, conduct dependence detection and 

determine whether to enable the submission. In the structure of the transaction, besides the root node, the 

coordinator of the transaction node always works as both sub-coordinator and parent coordinator at the 

same time, which means it needs to send and receive requests. The Dependence Detection Service will 

not be enabled when acting as the parent coordinator.  

 Alternative Service:  

 

 
Fig. 4 WS-Ultimate extended framework 

Sub-coordinator end: The Alternative Service located at the sub-coordinator end is responsible for 

receiving messages from the local Dependence Detection Service and sending them to the coordinator 

end.  

Coordinator end: The Alternative Service located at the coordinator end receives messages from the 

sub-coordinator end, requests an alternative transaction for the current sub-transaction in the waiting 

state, registers and performs an alternative transaction, and notifies the sub-transaction participant to stop 

waiting.  
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All coordination messages from the coordinator or reply messages from the sub-coordinator should 

be received or processed by WS-Alternator before being transferred. For example, when WS-Alternator 

receives a submission message from the coordinator, it should check whether the transaction can be 

submitted before transferring the message to the corresponding sub-coordinator. Therefore, all different 

web service statuses (such as submission, compensation, suspension, etc.) defined by WS-Business 

Activity are stored in WS-Alternator.  

The benefit of importing WS-Alternator is that the sub-coordinator end can obtain the coordination 

context of different transactions that request the same sub-transaction, so it can detect potential 

transaction dependencies and handle them appropriately to prevent circular dependency.  

3.3 Representation and detection of the transaction dependency  

 Because all the web service states in different contexts defined by WS-Business Activity are saved 

in WS-Alternator, the maintenance of the dependency detection and dependency relationship can be 

implemented by the WS-Alternator components of the extended WS-Ultimate framework.  

3.3.1 Resource dependency  

For the resource dependency among transactions mentioned in section 3.1, we use the method of a 

conflict matrix to detect it. In this paper, a conflict matrix is established and updated by the sub-

transaction or service provider and accessed by WS-Alternator.  

The conflict matrix is a matrix of n * n, wherein n is the number of operations in the web service 

at the service provider end. Whether there are conflicts between operations is defined by the semantics 

of these operations. These operation conflicts can reflect the interaction relationship when they perform. 

Here is the definition of operation conflicts: if the order of two operations changes, it may lead to a 

different final state, and these two operations have a semantic conflict. The conflict matrix is established 

by a sub-transaction provider before providing a web service while designing sub-transactions, because 

only the service provider understands the conflict relationship among operations. It also can help WS-

Alternator detect a potential transaction dependency while transactions are running.  

The conflict matrix is determined by the attributes of the operation, and it is static and determined. 

Logic dependency and compensation dependency are always dynamic and depend on the actual business 

flow.  

3.3.2 Logic dependency  

For the logic dependency mentioned in section 3.1, we use a logic dependency tree to represent and 

maintain the logic dependency relationship. A logic dependency tree is created in the process of 

establishing the transaction. Each sub-transaction node maintains its own parent and sub-transactions 

that have a call and called relationship and establish a local logic dependency tree, which is maintained 

by each corresponding coordinator. Specifically, we usually adopt a multi-tree. Therefore, a logic 

dependency tree can be a good description of the overall transaction structure and preserve logic 

dependency.  

The coordinator determines the logic of transaction submission according to the nodes' parent-child 

relationships on the logic dependency tree. When the current node needs to be submitted, we check 

whether the sub-transaction of the current node is allowed to be submitted based on the local logic 

dependency tree and report the information to the superior coordinator.  



3.3.3 Compensation dependency   

For the compensation dependency mentioned in section 3.1, we use the list of compensation to 

describe and store the compensation dependency relationship. Because the compensation dependency 

relationships of transactions are determined by both logic dependency and resource dependency, the 

process of establishing a compensation list is dynamic. The compensation list is maintained by the 

coordinator when building and executing transactions, and it is represented by a linked list. According to 

the definition of compensation dependency in section 3.1, the child node is a dominated transaction, and 

the corresponding parent node is a dependent transaction. That is to say, parent nodes can trigger child 

nodes’ compensation. Therefore, in the compensation linked list, parent nodes are the predecessor nodes 

of compensation.  

 
Fig. 5 Transaction state transition of leaf nodes 

In addition, for resource dependency, we take the dependency relationship we get from the resource 

dependency graph into consideration to determine which one is the dominated transaction. Similarly, 

dependent transactions are predecessor nodes in the compensation list.  

The representation and detection of these three dependency relationships can contribute to the 

transaction modeling, transaction submission and concurrency control, which we mention in section 4. 

4 CONCURRENCY CONTROL PROTOCOL OF WEB SERVICE 

TRANSACTIONS: ACODE  

An extended web service transaction framework with WS-Alternator can detect transaction 

dependence in a concurrent process. The concurrency control protocol proposed in this paper is based on 

the nested web service transactions and the new extended framework. After detecting resource 

dependence, we alternate the current waiting sub-transaction to submit within the deadline, thus breaking 

the wait state of the entire transaction requested for submission and creating a new transaction execution 

path that can effectively avoid circular wait.  

The ACoDe protocol maintains the dependence graph of the transaction. While ensuring that the 

graph does not contain any cycles, the protocol guarantees that concurrent transactions obtain access to 

serializability globally. We also integrate ACoDe into our WS-UItimate framework, in which each 

Dependence Detection Service component in WS-Alternator maintains partial views of the global 

dependence graph. Partial views preserve the dependence relationships among transactions when calling 

local sub-transactions. Each WS-Alternator ensures that its partial dependence subgraph is without cycles 

by requesting replaceability through the Alternative Service and applies the Commit-Order strategy to 
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control the order of committing concurrent transactions. Commit-Order is an optimistic concurrency 

control strategy that allows the immediate acceptance of concurrent access to local services and a 

consistency check at the time of submission. Therefore, deadlock and circular wait never appear in 

experiments. WS-Alternator applies the following three rules to ensure the consistency of transactions:  

 A transaction can be submitted only when all its dominated transactions are submitted within the 

deadline.  

 When a transaction is aborted or compensates local activities, the local activities of all its dependent 

transactions should be compensated automatically.  

 When a transaction is in a waiting state for dependence problems or in an unfinished state for faults, 

transaction replaceability should be considered.  

The result of the first rule is that the submission request of any dependence transactions should be 

delayed until dominated transactions are submitted. For the dependence transactions that are delayed to 

submit, the coordinator can decide whether to start transaction replaceability or not according to the 

waiting time.  

Fig. 5 shows the transaction state transition of the leaf nodes in the web service transaction tree, and 

Fig. 6 shows the transition graph of the non-leaf nodes. In the model of the web service transaction tree, 

the transaction state transition of the non-leaf nodes is determined by the process of the sub-transaction 

state transition, whereas the state transition of the leaf nodes is triggered by the result of the web service.   

We first demonstrate the transaction state transition of leaf nodes, as shown in Fig. 5. Dashed arrows 

represent trigger messages from participants, while solid arrows represent trigger messages from 

coordinators. The text on the arrows indicates the messages.   

We add two new states into WS-Business Activity, i.e., the waiting state and the alternating state, 

which are represented as two dark ovals in Fig. 5. We define three new types of messages, i.e., Wait, 

Alternate and Alternated, which are imported into the protocol.  

 

Fig. 6 Transaction state transition of the non-leaf nodes 

   Wait Message:  

WS-Alternator manages communications between participants and coordinators, including sending 

a Wait message to notify them that their requests have to be delayed due to consistency problems and 

then changing the state transition from Completing to Waiting. WS-Alternator traces the current state of 



the current concurrent participants and the context of the transactions. Once realizing the submission of 

all transactions dominated by the waiting transactions, the delayed submission request will be sent to the 

web service, and then coordinators will receive a Completed message, which changes the state from 

Waiting to Complete. 

 Alternated and Alternated Message: 

When a transaction is in the Waiting state, the coordinator sends an Alternate message to notify the 

participant that the alternative service is successfully registered, but it can also choose to continue waiting. 

At this time, the transaction state changes from Waiting to Alternating. If the new alternative service is 

submitted successfully, the coordinator sends an Alternated message to notify the original participant to 

cancel the current waiting submission, which changes the state from Alternating to Complete. It indicates 

that the alternative service for the delayed submission has been performed successfully. However, in a 

service with no replaceability, transactions have to wait until all dominated transactions are submitted 

within the deadline. Then, the delayed submission requests are sent to the web service, and coordinators 

receive a Completed message in the end.  

  

 Fig. 7 (a)  Fig. 7 (b)  

 

Fig. 7 (c)  
  Fig. 7 The process of how WS-Alternator carries out a replacement transaction to solve resource dependence and compensation 

The role of participants is played by sub-coordinators for the web service transactions of non-leaf 

nodes. Therefore, the transaction state transition of non-leaf nodes, as shown in Fig. 6, is triggered by the 

sub-transaction state transition. The corresponding relations between every message sent by participants 

in Fig. 5 and the state transition processes of the sub-transactions are shown in Table 1.  
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A submission request (e.g., Completed message) from the superior coordinator is received by WS-

Alternator as a representation of the subordinate coordinator. Then, the Dependence Detection Service 

inspects its partial dependence graph to decide whether there is an outgoing edge of the transaction. In  

Fig. 7(a), the submission request is 

received when WS-Alternator finds that 

the transaction node has no outgoing 

edges and is sent directly to the 

appropriate subordinate coordinator. 

Upon receiving all of the Completed 

messages from all subordinate 

coordinators within the deadline, WS-

Alternator deletes the transaction node in 

the dependence graph and sends a 

Complete message to the superior 

coordinator.  

In Fig. 7(b), WS-Alternator finds an 

outgoing edge of the transaction node 

and delays the submission until all 

dominated transactions are submitted. 

That is, WS-Alternator temporarily does 

not send a Complete message to the 

subordinate coordinator but returns a 

Wait message to the superior coordinator. 

At the same time, the superior 

coordinator is retrieving an alternative 

transaction for the waiting sub-

transaction. Once an alternative 

transaction is available and registered 

successfully (Procedure 4), the superior 

coordinator sends an Alternate message 

to the participant (Procedure 5) to notify 

the subordinate coordinator of the 

completion of the transaction 

replacement. At this point, the superior 

coordinator can continue to be in the 

waiting state. After the alternative 

transaction is submitted successfully 

within the deadline (Procedure 6), the 

superior coordinator sends an Alternated 

message (Procedure 7) to the subordinate 

coordinator. Once WS-Alternator receives the Alternated message, it will send a Cancel message 

(Procedure 8) to the original subordinate coordinator, which stops waiting and aborts the submission, 

while the transaction is removed from the dependence graph by WS-Alternator. Thus, the sub-transaction 

in the waiting state is released by executing alternative transactions. 

Messages sent by 
sub-coordinators 

Sub-transaction state transition 

Exit  

 

Completed 

 

Wait  

 

Fault      

  

Cannot  

Completed  

    

  

Compensated      

  

Closed  

  

Cancelled  

       

Table 1 The corresponding relations between the message 
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Close
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Fig. 7(c) describes the compensatory process of web service transactions. For submitted sub-

transactions (Procedure 6), the superior coordinator sends a Compensate message (Procedure (7)) and 

then the subordinate coordinator sends a Compensate message as well (Procedure 7). After the 

compensation of the subordinate coordinators is over, the Compensated message carrying compensation 

information is returned to the superior coordinator in turn (Procedure 9,10, (10)), which receives all 

Compensated messages from all its subordinate coordinators, and the compensation succeeds within the 

deadline.  

5 PROTOCOL SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 5.1 ACoDe simulation based on a colored Petri Net    

In this study, we establish a concurrency control model of web service transactions based on a randomly 

colored Petri Net (CPN), which can describe concurrent behaviors accurately and concisely, to simulate 

the ACoDe protocol in the new WS-Ultimate 

framework. We then compare the model with the 

standard framework protocol Business Agreement 

With Coordinator Completion (the WS-BA 

protocol for short) in two aspects, the transaction 

success rate (i.e., the ratio of the number of 

transactions successfully submitted within the 

deadline and the total number of transaction 

requests) and the average response time (i.e., the 

response time for transactions that are completed 

within the deadline is the actual time they execute, 

even with many restarts; however, for transactions 

that are not completed before the deadline, the 

response time is the time from the start to the 

deadline; the average response time equals the total 

response time in both situations of success and 

failure divided by the total number of transaction 

requests).  

5.1.1 Experimental model and parameters 

The simulation model contains a superior 

coordinator and a subordinate coordinator. The 

superior coordinator simultaneously sends 

transaction submission requests to the subordinate 

coordinator through the network, which receives 

these requests and returns processing results to the 

superior coordinator according to the situations of 

the transaction submission requests. Drawing on 

the experience of parameter setting in 

reference[46][47], the system simulation parameters are shown in Table 2 (time in ms). We then adopt the 

parameter values in Table 2 to model the ACoDe protocol in the WS-Ultimate framework and the Business 

Parameter Value 

The number of coordinators  2 

The network packet loss rate  20% 

Registration success rate of alternating sub-

transactions  
80% 

Submission  success  rate  of alternating 

sub-transactions  
90% 

The alternating probability  for  failing 

sub-transactions  
49% 

Compensation success rate of sub-

transactions 
49% 

Error rate of sub-transactions  10% 

Unfinished rate of sub-transactions  10% 

Growth coefficient of transaction 

dependence with concurrent degree  
0.1 

Dependence detection delay  49 

Network transmission delay  49 

Submission delay of sub-transactions  49 

Waiting delay of sub-transactions  100 

Registration  delay of alternate sub-

transactions  
200 

Submission  delay of alternate sub-

transactions 
49 

MinSlack 
2 

MaxSlack 
6 

Table 2 Simulation Parameters 



Agreement with Coordinator Completion protocol (WS-BA) in the standard framework. The constituent 

elements of an arrival transaction include the transaction ID, message contents and deadline. The deadline 

is (current time + slack factor* time taken), where the slack factor is uniformly distributed in [MinSlack, 

MaxSlack]. In our model, we define two enumerated types of color sets to represent different message 

types between the superior coordinator and the subordinate coordinator.  

To facilitate the expansion and reuse of the model, we adopt a hierarchical Petri Net, including one 

parent page (WS-Alternator) and two subpages (Alternator_A and Alternator_B), which contain the 

dependence detection module, the alternate processing module, and other transaction processing modules, 

respectively. 

In the Petri Net model, the first step is to set color sets. The color set Coormess defines message types 

from the superior coordinator. In the protocol proposed above, the superior coordinator can send a 

Complete message, a Compensate message, an Alternate message and an Alternated message to the 

subordinate coordinator when in search of alternate sub-transactions. Additionally, the superior 

coordinator can also actively send Cancel, Close and End messages and respond to Exited, Faulted and 

NotCompleted messages from the subordinate coordinator.  

Similarly, the color set PartiMess defines message types from the subordinate coordinator. In 

particular, the subordinate coordinator can send a Wait message to make sub-transactions enter the delayed 

submission state. There are also Completed, Compensated, Cancelled, and Closed messages. 

Furthermore, the color sets TIDxCoorMessxWSTime and TIDxPartiMessxWSTime define the token 

type received by libraries A, B, C, and D in the parent page, respectively. This type is a triple, consisting 

of the TID (transaction ID), CoorMess/PartiMess (corresponding message type) and WSTime (time taken 

by the sub-transaction).To improve the reliability of the experimental data, the system remains running 

for 5000 s, continuously, to ensure that our system runs in a stable state, and we start to collect the results 

after 1000 s. 

5.1.2 Simulation model construction based on the Petri Net  

In the ACoDe protocol, a coordinator plays two roles, the parent coordinator and the sub-coordinator, 

which indicates the nesting structure of web service transactions. Our model simulates the protocol, and 

has the property of nesting as well, which means a subpage plays a parent page role for the subordinate 

coordinator. For nested web service transaction, our simulation model can be directly applied by adding 

the new parent-child pages and increasing the hierarchy of Petri Net, which indicates it has good scalability. 

In this section, we will describe the modeling process based on the Petri Net in detail.  

ACoDe simulation in the WS-Ultimate framework 

The simulation model of the parent page is shown in Fig. 8, in which the two alternative transmissions 

Alternator_A and Alternator_B correspond to the Alternator_A and Alternator_B subpages, respectively. 

As a component in the superior coordinator, Alternator_A is in charge of receiving and handling 

coordination messages from the subordinate coordinator Alternator_B in library D and sending processed 

messages to library A. Similarly, Alternator_B, as a component in the subordinate coordinator, is in charge 

of receiving and handling coordination messages from the superior coordinator Alternator_A 



 

Fig. 8 CPN model of the parent page in the ACoDe protocol 

in library B and sending processed messages to library C. The transmissions TransmitMessage1 and 

TransmitMessage2 simulate the transmission of the coordination messages and obtain the network packet 

loss rate by calling the trans_success function, which is set at 20%. Fig. 9 shows the statistics of the 

transaction success rate. 

As shown in Fig. 9, referring to Fig. 5, when the 

transaction changes its state from “Completing” or 

“Waiting” to “Complete” after the sub-coordinator 

sent the message “completed,” the SuccCount is 

incremented by 1. Likewise, when the state changes 

from “Alternating” to “Completing” by the message 

“Alternated,” the SuccCount also needs to be 

incremented by 1. That is, when the state of a 

transaction becomes “Complete” within deadline, the 

SuccCount needs to be increased by 1. 

We take the Alternator_ A subpage as an example to demonstrate the simulation process, as shown 

in Fig. 10. Alternator_ A plays the role of the superior coordinator and sends messages that are used in the 

superior coordinator. Alternator_ A also contains 7 transmissions, Judge, Completed, wait_ Alternate, 

Alternated, Faulted Process, CannotCompleted Process and Exit Process. The Judge transmission 

processes and responds to messages from the subordinate coordinator Alternator_B. For example, if Judge 

receives a Completed message, it will transmit it to library Done, which temporarily stores the TIDs and 

time spent by completed transactions. After the Completed transmission, library A returns an empty record 

to the parent page (because the Completed message indicates that the transaction has been successfully 

submitted) and submits the number of successful transactions and response time through the library 

SuccCount. Another example is, if Judge receives a Wait message, it will decide whether to notify the 

superior coordinator to wait or to choose an alternative transaction in accordance with the Wait_Alternator 

transmission. This process is simulated by random numbers generated by the library AlternateOrNot. For 

the first case, the Wait_Alternator transmission will send a token containing an Alternate message to 

library A. Otherwise, Wait_Alternator sends a token containing an Alternated message (simulated by 

library AlternateOrNot). Additionally, the success of alternating sub-transactions also belongs to a trigger 

condition, so the SuccCount statistics accumulate accordingly.  

Fig. 9 The statistics of the transaction success rate 



Fig. 11 shows the CPN model of the Alternator_B subpage. Alternator_B plays the role of the 

subordinate coordinator and sends messages that are used in the subordinate coordinator. Alternator_B 

also contains 11 transmissions, Dependence Detection, Judge, Alternated Process, Close Process, Cancel 

Process, Compensate Process, Completed, Fault, Exit, Wait, and Not Completed. The Judge transmission 

processes and responds to messages from the superior coordinator Alternator_A. If library B receives a 

Completed message from Alternator_A, Judge Transmission will transmit it to the left library complete, 

and the Dependence detection transmission will detect the dependence. If the result is the permission to 

submit, the process will be executed by the Completed transmission, and otherwise by the Wait 

transmission. The functions of other libraries and transmissions are similar to the functions described in 

Alternator_A.  

In addition, we have also modeled the standard framework Business Agreement with Coordinator 

Completion based on the Petri Net to contrast it with our protocol ACoDe. The modeling results are shown 

in Figs. 12, 13, and 14. 

WS-BA Simulation  

Fig. 12 depicts the simulation model of the parent page for WS-BA. The context of the web service 

transaction that the parent page expresses is consistent between the two protocols. Therefore, 

the model of the parent page should maintain consistency in the two protocols.  

 

Fig. 10 CPN model of Alternator_A subpage in the ACoDe protocol 

 

Fig. 11 CPN model of the Alternator_B subpage in the ACoDe protocol 



 

Fig. 12 CPN model of the parent page in the WS-BA protocol 

 

Fig. 13 CPN model of the Coordinator_A subpage in the WS-BA protocol 

 

Fig. 14 CPN model of the Coordinator_B subpage in the WS-BA protocol 

Fig. 13 depicts the simulation model of the Coordinator_A subpage for WS-BA. This model lacks 

the Wait_Alternate and Alternated transmissions. 



Fig. 14 depicts the simulation model of the Coordinator_B subpage for WS-BA. This model lacks 

the Alternate Process and Wait transmissions. The original WS-BA does not have the ability to handle 

the access to conflict.  

The models of the two protocols are set to the same initial transaction state and simulation 

parameters. In the next section, we will analyze and compare the simulation results and evaluate the 

ACoDe protocol performance.  

5.2 Analysis and evaluation of the simulation results  

Based on the simulation models above, we regard the transaction success rate as a performance 

evaluation metric to compare the ACoDe protocol in the WS-Alternator framework and Business 

Agreement with the Coordinator Completion protocol (WS-BA) in the standard framework. Considering 

every concurrent transaction situation, we conduct the experiment five times to record the number of 

successful transactions and the transaction response time, and then we calculate the average values to 

compare the results. The experimental data and comparative results are shown in Figs. 15 and 16.  

Experimental results show that the transaction 

success rate in the new framework protocol ACoDe is 

significantly higher than in the standard framework of 

the WS-BA protocol. This is because, when a sub-

transaction that the subordinate coordinator handles 

cannot be submitted normally, a Wait message will be 

sent to the superior coordinator, which starts an 

alternative transaction if the waiting period is too long 

but still within the deadline. However, for WS-BA, if 

a transaction cannot be submitted normally, it will 

restart the same transaction again and again until it 

meets the deadline or it is completed successfully. 

Thus, we empirically verify that alternating a new 

transaction is more likely to be completed 

successfully than restarting the transaction that has 

failed before. That is why the transaction success rate 

improves significantly. In addition, with the increase 

of the transaction concurrency, the transaction success 

rate declines slightly, and because of the limit of the 

subordinate coordinator and the increase of 

concurrent transactions, transaction dependency will 

be increased when submitting requests, which results in response to more submission waiting cases. 

    Therefore, the new framework of the ACoDe protocol performs better than the WS-BA protocol in 

the aspect of the transaction success rate. Furthermore, by the reason of the higher transaction success 

rate, which means more transactions in ACoDe are completed within the deadline, the average response 

time of transactions in the new framework protocol ACoDe is lower than that in the standard framework 

protocol WS-BA. 

Fig. 16 Comparison of the transaction success rate 

Fig. 15 Comparison of the average time 



 6  CONCLUSIONS 

In a dynamic open web service environment, maintaining consistency is a new challenge. In this 

paper, we have proposed a flexible web service transaction model FleWeSeT, which regards the root 

transaction and all sub-transactions as a transaction tree. For each non-leaf node of the transaction tree, 

the degree and depth are both dependent on functional logic, the service composition process and 

alternative transaction flexibility. We have expanded the WS-Frame framework as WS-Ultimate and 

joined some components to support the replaceability, compensation and transaction-dependence 

detection of real-time web services. We have also proposed an optimistic verified concurrency control 

protocol, ACoDe, for replaceable and compensatory web service transactions based on the transaction 

dependence detection. Furthermore, we have integrated the ACoDe protocol into our proposed WS-

UItimate framework, in which each dependence detection service component in WS-Alternator maintains 

partial views of the global dependence graph. Finally, we have established a concurrency control model 

of the web service transactions to conduct an ACoDe protocol simulation based on a randomly colored 

Petri Net and compared the model with the standard framework protocol Business Agreement with 

Coordinator Completion to evaluate the performance of ACoDe. Experimental results show that the new 

protocol can significantly improve the transaction success rate and reduce the average response time 

through alternate transactions.   
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